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Taxpayer Compliance Panel
Chairman, DONALD W. BACON,
Assistant Commisisoner of Internal Revenue
TAXPAYER
IDENTIFYING
NUMBERS;
FEDERAL-STATE
AUDIT EXCHANGE AGREEMENT; AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING; AND TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT ALLOWANCES.
A. M. Stoepler, District Director of Internal Revenue, Richmond,
Virginia.
INFORMATION RETURN REQUIREMENTS.
Emeric Fischer, Certified Public Accountant; Member of the Virginia
Bar; and, graduate student in taxation at the College of William and
Mary.
DEPRECIATION REFORM AND THE INVESTMENT CREDIT.
R. Braxton Hill, Jr., Partner, Waller and Woodhouse, Norfolk,
Virginia.
MR. BACON:
First a word about my delight at being here. I attend a number of tax
institutes each year and this is one of the finest in which I have been
privileged to participate. I want to say that many of the very sophisticated things that you have heard discussed here today are enchanting
to listen to. I can assure you that we, the tax administrators, are not
ones who devise these complexities. As a matter of fact, and I am sure
I speak for local and state administrators as well, we would devoutly
wish that the tax laws were more simple. To put the best complexion
on them, I suppose that these complexities are added in the hope that
the law will be meticulously equitable. I think you all know that the
more complexities the less equitable administration is possible. We would
have a difficult enough time with a very simple Code in the federal area
handling some 62,000,000 returns and perhaps three to four million examinations. And all of the complexities which are the lawyers' and
accountants' delight simply give us more trouble. In any event, I think
we are in for an interesting afternoon and I would like to proceed in
the following manner: I will introduce the speakers as their turns arise,
and each will speak for perhaps a half hour. At the conclusion of all
three presentations we will try to respond to questions. If you have any
questions that are generated by the discussion, please write them down
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on any kind of paper you have and they will be picked up by someone
wandering through the group at the end of each discussion. If you see
someone gathering up the questions, if you will raise your hand, he will
take your question and we will try to take care of them at the end of
the discussions. Before I introduce the first speaker, I want to introduce
a couple of gentlemen we have here for additional window dressing.
You know the Revenue Service frequently, if not always, has the last
word, and I want to show you and introduce to you a couple of important gentlemen from the Richmond District whom you will find more
important than those of us who sit some distance away, for these are
the boys you work with. We have with us Mr. Harold Watkins, the
Chief of the Audit Division in Richmond, who recently replaced Dick
Stakem. We pulled Dick to Washington to head up the Exempt Organizations Branch in Technical. Mr. Watkins will stand, please.
We also have Mr. William Edwards, Field Audit Group Supervisor
in Richmond. And he is really down on the firing line and he is the
fellow that carries out all the things we try to tell them to do. Mr.
Edwards.
Our first speaker is Mr. Ambrose M. Stoepler, the District Director
in Richmond, in charge of all revenue activities in this District. Mr.
Stoepler has spent nearly a quarter of a century in the revenue service.
He was previously the District Director in the Cleveland District and
prior to that he was Assistant Regional Commissioner for Collection in
the Cincinnati Region. He is going to discuss, among other things which
may come up in your questions and answer period, taxpayer identifying
numbers, automatic data processing, federal and state audit exchange
agreement, travel and entertainment expense, and deductibility of the
Virginia State Withholding tax. Mr. Stoepler.
MR. STOEPLER:
A quarter of a century seems so much longer than 25 years, and it is
hard to realize that I have been with the Service about that long.
The subject of taxpayer's identification numbers and automatic data
processing are like salt and pepper. You really can't separate the two.
Because they are so interwoven, it will be difficult to talk about one
without considering the other. However, in the following discussion, I
will first place the emphasis on automatic data processing.
There will be a notice, Number 32, entitled "Notice of Permanent
Identification Number" which will be part of the mail-out package on
the 941 forms sent to taxpayers for the last quarter of 1963. The business taxpayers in Virginia will be receiving their Forms 941 about the
end of this month and they will have to be filed within the month of
January. This will be the first direct, official communication that bears
upon automatic data processing to reach Virginia taxpayers. The Notice
advises the taxpayer that the employer's identification number (and we
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call that El number) appearing on the address label, is his permanent
EI number and that will be the number that identifies him in the ADP
Business Master File. It also requests that he make any correction on
that label and advises that if he has ever had any other El number he
should enter that information on his Notice form and return it to us
with his return. That is our means of clearing our files.
This, then, is the forerunner of inclusion of Virginia taxpayers into
the ADP program. We will place into that program in the coming year
the unemployment tax returns, Form 940, filed for the calendar year
1963. We will place also the Corporate Tax returns, Form 1120, 1120ES
and 7004 (Application for Automatic Extension of Time to File a Corporation Income Tax Return), having to do with a current year ending
December 31, 1963. Furthermore, we will place the quarterly withholding tax returns, Form 941; the excise tax return, Form 720; and the
Railroad Retirement Returns, Form CT-1, filed for the first quarter
of 1964 into the ADP system. The first entries that will be made into
the ADP program will be Forms 941 for those tapayers who are required
to file for the fourth quarter of 1963. In other words, our present master
list numbers will be incorporated into the ADP program. Taxpayers who
file Forms 940, 1120 and 720 will be identified as those returns are filed,
and the fact that a taxpayer is required to file those returns will be
included on that portion of the tape that is reserved for that particular
taxpayer. Our delinquency check then for the first period returns that
are supposed to go into the ADP program will be a manual operation
as in the past, and will insure, to the best of our knowledge, the inclusion
of all returns due from a taxpayer so that the total filing requirements
of the taxpayer will be on one place on the magnetic tape.
I imagine that we will have many taxpayers who will say, "Well,
what is ADP?" The heart of the ADP system is a national identity
file maintained on magnetic tape at the National Computer Center at
Martinsburg, West Virginia. This master file is being built up and will
be maintained in two sections. One section will be for business taxpayers and the El number will be the taxpayer's identifying number.
The other, for individual taxpayers, will use the social security number
as the taxpayer's identifying number. These two files will be crossreferenced so that the information can be correlated. Each section of
the file will contain a continuously updated, multiple-year digest of tax
data about each taxpayer. It will, of course, contain his name and identification. It will identify all returns for which he is liable; when and
where returns are filed; amount and status of each tax liability; and
audit results that might take place on each return.
The identification of the taxpayer is accomplished primarily by means
of his account number with an internal control of a portion of his name.
One of the basic concepts of the system is that there will be an identifying
number; either an El number or an SS number. However, in some cases
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the individual businessman will have both. The system of ADP will also
extend to the mailing out of pre-addressed forms and the use of these
forms will assure the proper identification of all tax data to the proper
form. So we solicit your use of these forms if at all possible. However,
if for some reason you fail to receive a form in the mail or you have lost
the form, please secure a blank and be very precise in entering the taxpayer's name and account number on that form. I should remind you at
this point that failure to receive a form or losing a form is no excuse
for not filing on time. Now as far as taxpayers are concerned there will
be very little difference to note in ADP except the mandatory use of
identifying numbers. Virginia taxpayers will continue to send their returns and remittances to the Richmond office which is still the contact
point for all taxpayers in Virginia on all tax matters.
Within the Service, processing of the returns will be considerably
different. In the District Office we will perform limited processing operations and deposit the remittances. The returns and related documents
will be sent to the Philadelphia Service Center where the tax data and
information will be converted to magnetic tape. At this key operation
we will need a completely filled-in return with a total of schedules
entered on the proper line of the return. In the past I have seen
returns on which the only entries on the front page were the taxpayer's
name and the statement "See Schedules." There is a possibility that you
will continue to use schedules to further explain items that go on page
one. All that we ask is that you carry the total of each schedule to its
proper place on the return.
The magnetic tapes prepared in the Service Center will be sent to
the National Computer Center in Martinsburg, West Virginia. There
the Center personnel will process the tapes against the master files
which have been set up. This processing will up-date the master file
and will produce tapes for use by the disbursing officer in the preparation
of refund checks. It will verify a reporting of income against information
documents. It will be made use of to identify duplicate filings of
returns and it will aid in the classification of returns for audit purposes.
Tapes containing the results of the operation will be returned to the
Regional Service Center-(that is the Philadelphia Service Center for
Virginia taxpayers) for the printing of the bills, inquiries and alphabetical directories of taxpayers. It is at this time that the District Office
receives its index and it is quite possible for a taxpayer to receive his
refund check before we receive the identifying list and are in a position
to find his return or answer any inquiries he may have. When all processing has been completed, the tax returns and related documents will
be sent back to the District Office. Here let me repeat-the Richmond
District Office is your focal point; your place to make all inquiries about
any tax matters. The other offices I have mentioned do not have the
means of identifying or finding the materials. Do not try to contact the
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disbursing office or the Regional Service Center for information. Most of
all, do not contact the National Computer Center, for all they will
have there will be tape.
I mentioned that the updated files will serve to detect the filing of multiple returns and receiving of more than one refund. You can see that
this problem will be solved when ADP becomes a reality-that is, when
the entire nation is under ADP. However, the Internal Revenue Service
is not planning to wait that long in its efforts to ascertain those taxpayers
who file more than one return and receive more than one refund check.
It is planning to establish in the immediate future what is called a
National Identity File. This will be accomplished in the following manner. The Regional Service Centers are currently producing alphabetical
tapes from which are produced the index registers for the Districts. All
of these tapes from all of the Service Centers in the country will be assembled and put into one file which will become this National Identity
File. I think then you can appreciate the ease with which we can recognize those taxpayers who file more than one return regardless of what
part of the country in which they might file them. This will replace the
actions that have been taking place in the District Office where we
have manually examined our indexes when they are completed in an
effort to detect duplicate filings.
I cannot stress too much the importance of identifying numbers, the
use of which became possible by reason of ADP. The inclusion of these
numbers on all tax returns and related documents became mandatory
with Public Law 87-397 passed on October 5, 1961, and included in
the Internal Revenue Code at Section 6109. Regulations known as
Treasury Decision 6606 were published in CB 1962-2, p. 311. Page 487
of that Bulletin also contains Rev. Proc. 62-23 which permits a fiduciary
acting for ten or more estates or trusts, each of which needs an EI
number, to file one prescribed form to request EI numbers for each
trust.
I call to your attention that every individual for whom an account
number has been assigned shall include such number on any withholding exemption certificate filed with his employer. This requirement is an
amendment to employment tax regulations issued as TD 6654 published
in IRB 1963-24 p. 18.
Last Spring the Service furnished Forms 3435 for the use of payors
of interest and dividends to request identification numbers from the
payees. Revenue Procedure 63-8, IRB 63-8, p. 18, permitted a privately printed substitution of this form within certain limitations. I
would also call your attention to Publication 459 (12-62) which contains the answers to 57 questions regarding taxpayers' identifying numbers. We have copies of this publication and will be glad to fill any
request for it. Some taxpayers may find themselves associated with
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several numbers, such as El numbers for their partnership and their
own social security number, and thus be confused as to which number
to furnish the payor of dividends or interest. I would say that, as a
general rule, you should furnish the number which will identify the return
on which the income will first appear. For example, if it is partnership
income, the partnership identification number should be furnished because that income would be first included on the partnership return. If
it were income that would be first included on a fiduciary form, the
fiduciary EI number would be furnished to the payor. So as a general
rule you would furnish the number of the entity which would first report
the income.
Now a bit about the "Federal-State" audit exchange agreement. Virginia became the twentieth state to conclude such an agreement when,
in June of 1963, Gov. Harrison and Commissioner Caplin signed this
agreement which provides for the exchange of tax information and the
carrying out of joint arrangements for the enforcement of tax laws.
This, of course, will be of mutual benefit to both the Internal Revenue
Service and to the State. In the area of income tax coordination the agreement provides for the exchange of audit adjustment information and
for the exchange, on a reciprocal basis, of information designed to
identify those who are delinquent in filing their returns. Arrangements
have also been made for the reciprocal exchange of estate and gift tax
information. Additionally, the Commonwealth of Virginia will make
available to the Revenue Service information that will be helpful for
more effective enforcement of the Federal Highway Use Tax and the
various employment and excise taxes. The effect of this agreement is
to formalize cooperation which has existed between the State and the
Internal Revenue Service and to provide for a more sytematic approach
to the exchange of information. The State has, for a long time, used
the privilege granted by Section 6103(b) of the Internal Revenue Code
under which inspection of our income tax returns has been permitted
upon written request of the Governor. The information secured by the
State may be used only for the administration of tax laws, and State
employees are subject to the same penalties as Federal employees for an
unlawful disclosure of information. Those penalties are set forth in
Section 7213 of the Internal Revenue Code.
And now the subject which has caused so much discussion and about
which you have read so much in the newspapers- TRAVEL AND
ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES.
Travel and Entertainment expenses are dealt with in Section 4 of the
Revenue Act of 1962 (Public Law 87-834). Section 4 of that Act adds
Section 274 to the Internal Revenue Code and disallows in whole or in
part certain expenses which may have been fully deductible in the
past. As the law now reads, travel and entertainment expenses will
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not only have to be business expenses or expenses for the production
of income as required by Sections 162 or 212 of the Code but will also
have to pass the tests provided in Section 274. In addition to the restrictions on the deductibility of travel and entertainment expenses provided by Section 274 (a) (b) and (c), section 274(d) imposes strict rules
for the substantiation of expenses of traveling away from home, entertainment, amusement, recreation, and gifts in some cases. Section 274
will not make deductible any expense which is disallowed under the
ordinary and necessary test or other provisions of existing law. Moreover, it does not affect the question of an item's includibility in, or
excludability from the income of any individual. The rules presently
applicable under existing law continue to govern in this respect. For
example, Section 262 prohibits the deduction of personal, living or
family expenses. Section 274 will have no effect on that particular provision of the Code.
Before leaving the law itself, I would strongly recommend; in fact, I
would strongly urge your consideration of the Committee Reports. You
will find those Reports reproduced in the same Cumulative Bulletin
(1962-3) which carries the Revenue Act of 1962. The House of Representatives' Report, No. 1447, starts at page 423 and the Senate Report,
No. 1881, starts at p. 730 of that Bulletin. With the background of
the law provided by those Reports, we move into the logic of the regulations, the first of which was released as TD 6630. TD 6630 covers
section 274(d) of the Code and is reported in IRB 63-4, p. 9. The
exact date of this Bulletin is Jan. 28, 1963.
You will recall that, among other things, Section 274(d) has to do
with substantiation. The regulation is about a ten and one-half page
treatment of the law which begins, "No deduction shall be allowed . .
unless the taxpayer substantiates . . . " I emphasize this because it is
one of the major concepts of this statute, that is, the old estimation rule,
the Cohan rule, is finished. This, I believe, places the Internal Revenue
Service (as represented by the Revenue Agent and Office Auditor) and
you, the tax practitioner, in the position which we should occupy. By
that I mean that under this concept we will take facts and measure them
against the law and regulations rather than serve as judges of the facts.
This Internal Revenue Bulletin No. 63-4 is a very important release on
the subject of travel and entertainment. It also contains Rev. Rul. 63-13,
Rev. Proc. 63-3 and 4, and announcement 63-8. Rev. Rul. 63-13, on
page 20, sets forth guidelines as to whether reimbursement arrangements
and per diem or mileage allowance practices of employers satisfy the
substantiation requirements.
Revenue Procedure 63-3, on page 23, gave the taxpayer the month of
January as a period of grace in which to become acquainted with the
requirements for keeping records. In other words, it states that the
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Revenue Agent will give some consideration to the month of January
if the taxpayer shows good faith in attempting to keep such records.
It also gave businessmen a ninety-day period for conforming their
present record-keeping to the requirements of the new regulation. Later,
in Rev. Rul. 63-14, this transition period was extended to July 31, 1963.
Rev. Proc. 63-4, on page 24, gives answers to 39 specific questions; five
in the general area, 14 in the area of record-keeping, 4 dealing with
receipts, 2 dealing with facilities, 4 concerning the practitioner-client,
and more exactly the lawyer-client relationship, and 10 in the area of
record retention, disclosure, and per diem or other allowances. There
are also examples of this Rev. Procedure. Announcement 63-8, at page
35, emphasizes that good record-keeping practices will be vital to the
allowance of these expenses.
If you wonder what the attitude of the Revenue Agent and the Office
Auditor will be, I suggest that you recall Mr. Rogovin's remarks this
morning as to the way we consider these Revenue Rulings and decisions.
We place reliance on them and our agents (those who examine returns)
will conduct their examinations within the guidelines set forth by these
procedures and rulings. They will govern their attitude toward these and
any other situations or issues that they may raise.
The regulations relative to the balance of Section 274 have been published as TD 6659, IRB 66-30, page 6, dated July 29, 1963. I recommend
that all of you read this Bulletin for it also contains Rev. Ruls. 63-144
and 145. Rev. Rul. 63-144 contains the answers to 93 questions designed
to present points of law of general interest to taxpayers. The answers
to these questions, which are based upon the Regulation, present another
major concept, namely, the narrowing of the range of the "good-will
deduction" to require a closer proximate relationship between the expenditure and the income-producing activities of the person involved.
You may purchase reprints of these questions and answers for 5¢ a copy.
I am not trying to sell anything here, but you can get a 25% discount on
quantities of 100 or more from the Superintendent of Documents.
Some of the questions in Rev. Rul. 63-144 also pertain to established
law. For instance, question 31 concerns the amount a taxpayer may deduct for his own meal when he entertains a business customer at lunch
or dinner. Judicial decisions under established law, applying the statutory rules that personal expenses are not deductible under Section 262,
hold that a taxpayer cannot obtain a deduction for the portion of his
meal cost which does not exceed an amount he would normally spend on
himself. The Service practice has been to apply this rule to abuse cases
and we do not intend to depart from this practice. I say this to emphasize that this new section does not disallow anything or exclude
any income in itself. The old rules of law still apply. Most businessmen
of today understand that the new rules do not affect normal business
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expenses. They are aimed only at curtailing abuses which have long
been the concern of Congress and the responsible business community.
Rev. Rul. 63-145 covers a recent change in interpretation of Sec. 162
of the Code and allows a deduction as a part of traveling expense, the
reasonable cost of laundry, dry cleaning and pressing, and for transportation between place of lodging and place of business at a temporary
post of duty or while traveling away from home.
As to the Service's attempt to give equal treatment throughout the
country on this, I would like to read from a news release identified as
IR-632, dated September 27, 1963, in which Commisioner Caplin, talking to representatives from nine regional offices, said, "We have good
legislation passed by Congress behind us. We must now move forward
to insure fair, reasonable and common-sense administration of the new
rules." This was said at a seminar held in Washington as a lead-off step
in an intensive program to insure that Internal Revenue examining
officers are knowledgeable in all technical aspects of the new rules. Mr.
Caplin concluded by explaining that businessmen would benefit through
the protection afforded by the fact that tax returns will be examined
and audited by Internal Revenue people who have received this training
and will reflect the National Office viewpoint in a uniform manner
throughout the country. We have selected Revenue Agents to attend a
regional seminar this month, and early in the month of January they
will give this training to our entire staff of Internal Revenue Agents
and Office Auditors as needed.
Turning to a new subject, let me point out that in this year 1963 Virginia taxpayers find themselves in a unique position for in this year
the State of Virginia started withholding tax from wages. Thus, in
the same year Virginia taxpayers have paid 1962 state income taxes
and have had withheld throughout the year certain amounts on their
1963 state income tax. Code Section 164 allows a deduction for taxes
paid or accrued within the taxable year; accordingly, taxpayers on a
cash basis (and I emphasize on a cash basis) will have a deduction for
the total payments, including the amount withheld. Since the 1963 state
income tax is deductible in the year withheld, the question arises as to
how to treat a refund from the State in a year subsequent to the year
of withholding. In other words, what happens if, in 1963, I deduct the
tax withheld by the State and in 1964 1 get a refund when I file my State
return?
Section 111 of the Internal Revenue Code excludes from income a
recovery of prior taxes to the extent of the amount of the "recovery exclusion". The "recovery exclusion" is defined as the amount which
did not result in a reduction of tax. Therefore, any refund of State
taxes will be includible in income in the year received if, in the year
of payment, the deduction of those taxes on the Federal return resulted
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in a tax benefit. Revenue Ruling 56-447 published in CB 1956-2, page
102, answers the question as to includibility of a refund of prior taxes
where the standard deduction has been elected in that year. In such
case, the refund is not included since the standard deduction does not
constitute a deduction of specific items.
Before I leave the stand, I would like to tell you that we have most
of our forms in and we are now in the process of filling the orders which
we have received. Therefore, you should be receiving those forms in the
near future. If you have not placed an order for the forms, please do so
at the earliest possible time. All forms are in except Forms 1041 and
Forms 1120-S. We also have not received the instructions for the
Schedule C of Form 1040 nor the instructions for the Form 1040A.
All other forms are available for shipment to anyone requesting them.
Any time that we can be of any service to you, or any of you, from
the Richmond District Office, please call on us and we will do all we can
for you.
MR. BACON:
Thank you, Mr. Stoepler; remember if you have any questions jot
them down and a bit later they will be picked up.
Our next speaker, Mr. Emeric Fischer, will cover the new information
return requirements with particular reference to foreign corporations.
Mr. Fischer is a member of the Virginia Bar, the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, and of the South Carolina Society of
C.P.A.s. He obtained his baccalaureate degree from the University of
South Carolina where he was the number one man in his graduating class
of 184, and where he was elected to Omicron Delta Kappa. Following
graduation he was engaged in private practice as a C.P.A. for a number
of years. He switched to law, and obtained his Bachelor of Civil Law degree from the College of William and Mary in 1963, and was admitted to
the Virginia Bar the same year. While undertaking his law work he was
editor of the William and Mary Law Review. Currently he is a candidate for the degree of Master of Law and Taxation at the MarshallWythe School of Law. Mr. Fischer.
MR. FISCHER:
As you know the 1962 Act made quite a few changes in the 1954 Code
and it amended several information return requirements. It is those
changes that I will speak to you about today. Information returns by
nature are very technical. And the regulations on these new amended
sections are rather lengthy and detailed leaving no doubt as to what is
required. In the time alloted I could not possibly cover all of the details
as set forth in the regulations so I have tried to distill all of this information down to the minimum number of words possible. For that reason
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I am going to try to keep my eyes on my notes all of the time, so please
forgive me if I don't look at you while I am talking.
Every United States person, at the time he files his own income tax
return, must file, in duplicate, a separate form 2952 for each foreign
corporation which such person controls. The return must be for each
annual accounting period of the foreign corporation ending within the
United States person's taxable year, based on the foreign corporation's
regular method of computing its income. Control by a United States
person for an uninterrupted 30 day period during such annual accounting period brings that United States person within the requirements of
this section. I repeat that. Any United States person who happens to be
in control of a foreign corporation for 30 days is subject to this requirement.
Form 2952 requires 14 classes of information. Class 10 requires a list
of the names, addresses and identification numbers (or account numbers)
and the number of shares of each class of stock held by each United
States person shareholder owning at any time during the annual accounting period 5% or more in value of any class of the foreign corporation's
stock. Class 12 requires a summary of 16 types of transactions between
the foreign corporation and the person filing the return or between the
foreign corporation and any other corporation controlled by that person,
or between the foreign corporation and any United States person owning at the time of the transaction 10% or more in value of any class
of stock of the foreign corporation or of any corporation controlling
the foreign corporation. These 16 types of transactions are not extraordinary transactions which would be separately recorded in the normal accounting process. They are ordinary, everyday business transactions and normal accounting procedures would not record them in
such a manner that this sort of information would be readily available,
and is placing an unrealistic hardship on the person required to report
it. I will come back to that later on. Class 13 requires a profit and loss
statement, a balance sheet, and a surplus analysis prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. All money accounts
furnished in these 14 requirements have to be expressed in dollars with
a statement of the exchange rates used.
Now I will give you a few definitions pertaining to terminology used
in this section: For example, who is in control? If anytime during the accounting period of the foreign corporation a person owns more than
50% of the voting power or more than 50% of the outstanding stock
such a person is in control. Now note, 50% of the voting power alone
is not required. In other words, if you own 50% of value and 1% of
the voting power, you are in control. Control of a corporation which
in turn controls another corporation results in control of the latter.
Furthermore, the attribution rules of § 318(a) apply as to constructive
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ownership of stock. However, there are two modifications to § 318: A
shareholder owning 10% of the stock of a corporation is deemed to
own his pro rata share of stock owned by the corporation (rather
than having to own 50% of the stock of the corporation as in § 318).
Here all you need to own is 10%. This extends constructive ownership
far beyond the definition of § 318. However, stock owned by a stockholder of a corporation, a partner of a partnership, or a beneficiary
of an estate or trust is not to be treated as owned by the corporation,
partnership, estate or trust if this would result in treating a United
States person as owning stock owned by a person who is not a United
States person. For example, let us say that F, a foreigner, owns 70%
of a domestic United States corporation's stock. This domestic corporation owns 20% of a foreign corporation and F, also owns 40% of
the same corporation. By the normal attribution rules of § 318, our
domestic corporation would own 60% of the foreign corporation. But
under § 6038 an exception is made.
Who is a United States person? A citizen or resident of the United
States, a domestic partnership, a domestic corporation and any estate
or trust. You can see that as a result of these attribution rules it can
very well turn out that more than one person could be in control, could
own more than 50% of value or voting power. The regulations provide
that joint returns are permitted in such situations. The stockholders
don't necessarily know this fact and, of course, could never get together
to file a joint return. Each would file a separate return. After our taxpayer gets hold of this form 2952 and starts filling it out and finds out
what kind of information is required, he will probably get disgusted and
say, "Oh, to heck with it" and throw it into file 13, figuring "Oh
well, what is wrong with not filing an information return?" "It can't be
too bad, there is no tax on it." Well, the Treasury Department takes
a very dim view of that, and for that reason there is a very severe penalty in case this person does not file. Here are the penalties. The foreign
tax credit provided by § 901 and § 902 for the amount of taxes paid
or deemed to have been paid to any foreign country shall be reduced
by 10%. Furthermore, this reduction shall be in respect to all of the
taxes paid or deemed to have been paid by all controlled foreign corporations including those with respect to which proper filing has been
made. An additional 5% reduction will be applied for every additional
90 day period during which the failure continues. But the total reduction cannot exceed $10,000 or the net income of the foreign corporation
in respect to which the failure occurred, whichever is greater. Inaccurate returns carry the same penalty. However, reasonable cause will
mitigate the failure if before the 90 day expiration period the taxpayer
informs the Director in writing. And needless to say, criminal penalties
under § 7203, § 7206 and § 7207 also apply for failure to file or for
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filing a false return. Now these are the requirements and the contents
of form 2952. As I read and re-read these requirements, the following
questions came into my mind: 1) If stock is held by nominees, how will
the person filing the return determine the true owner (especially if the
true owners split their holdings among several nominees so that none
had 5,%, but all together, 5% or more). I don't know how the person
in control could find out.
(2) If a stock is frequently traded it is administratively, from the
point of view of the person in control, extremely difficult to determine
at any particular time who owned 5t%. In other words, if this happens
to be a foreign corporation dealt with on any stock exchange, London,
Frankfurt or Paris, it is very difficult to determine who might have
held 5% on any one day. If you recall, I said, there are 16 transactions,
everyday transactions, that have to be reported on this return which I
will summarize: Sales of stock in trade. Purchases of stock in trade.
Purchases of depreciable property. Compensation paid for the rendition
of technical, managerial, engineering, construction, scientific or like
services. Commissions paid. Commissions received. Rents and royalties
paid. Rents and royalties received. And so on down the line. Now, if it
so happens that a 5% United States stockholder gave any of these
services to this foreign corporation, this transaction should be separately recorded. However, if you don't happen to know that this
person owns 5 or 10% of the stock, the accounting department will not
be able to record it separately. The transfer agent of this foreign corporation may be in a completely different country. Suppose we have
an Indian foreign corporation and the stock transfer agent and registrar
of that particular corporation happens to sit in London. The stock is
traded on the London stock exchange; it will probably take several
months before the accountant in Delhi, India could know that any particular United States person did happen to own 10% of the stock on a
particular day on which there may have been a sales transaction between this corporation and this United States person.
The constructive ownership rules of § 318 as modified by § 6038,
requiring merely 10% stock ownership to attribute a corporation's
stock to the stockholder, would call for tremendously complex situations in relationship with persons who do not even know that their
relationships exist. Especially, let us say, that a trust or estate happens
to hold stock in a domestic corporation in the United States which
happens to own stock in a foreign corporation. I wonder if the
trustee or beneficiary could know or would know that they indirectly
now own 10 or 5% of the stock of this foreign corporation? As you will
remember, I emphasized that this information, the profit and loss, balance
sheet, and surplus reconciliations have to be furnished on the basis of
generally accepted accounting principles. Now WHOSE GENERALLY
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ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES are we talking about?
The AICPA in the United States? Or if the foreign country has an organized accounting society, do we follow its generally accepted principles? If you recall, I emphasized the fact that 30-day ownership of
control brings the owner into these requirements. Well let us say that
in January a United States corporation or individual did have control
of a foreign corporation, but that by February it had lost its control.
It files its tax return by March 15, 1964. How will this individual or
corporation obtain this information when 15 months have passed since
it was in control. There are certain countries, England, for example,
which have very peculiar wording as to deductibility of expenses by a
business enterprise. An item to be deductible on the English tax return
has to be "wholly and exclusively laid out for the purposes of the trade
or business." Assuming that this detailed information regarding these
16 transactions could be obtained from the accounting records, it
would be obtained only at a very great expense, as you who profess accounting knowledge know. You must analyze all of these transactions
to determine who might have owned 10% of stock with whom we had a
transaction on any particular day. Would the British tax people consider this as having been "wholly and exclusively laid out for purposes
of trade or business?" Chances are that they would say, "No". Furnishing information to the United States Internal Revenue Service is not
a particular business purpose for a British corporation.
Germany, too, has peculiar laws regarding corporations. For example,
an entity that wants to be considered a corporation under German law
has to be absolutely independent. If it is not independent, it probably is
considered a partnership with full liability of its stockholders. Now,
if a United States person in control of this corporation requires this
corporation to dig up this kind of information, would the German
law consider this entity as not wholly independent and thereby revoke
its charter as a corporation? And one more problem-all of the amounts
have to be reported in dollars, and the exchange rates used must be
stated. All of the current transactions of a corporation for a particular
year that we are reporting would of course be reported at the exchange
rate of that current year. But what about assets we might have bought
ten years ago? What exchange rate are we going to use to reflect the
balance sheet items, assets and liabilities of this corporation? Again,
I don't know the answer. There is no answer in the regulations. I
merely bring these points up so that you can see the problems involved.
Another information return regarding foreign corporations is required
by § 6046. This is relative to organization or re-organization of foreign
corporations. There are two classes of persons who are required to file
form 959. United States citizens or residents who are officers or directors
of a foreign corporation on January 1, 1963, or thereafter, must file form
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959 within 90 days of the date liability for filing arises if there is a
United States person owning 5% or more in value of the stock of such
corporation on January 1, 1963; or if 5% or more is acquired or attained
by such person any time after January 1, 1963, whether the acquisition
is in a single transaction or cumulatively, or when a person becomes a
United States person while owning 5% or more. This is the job of
the officers or directors. And the information they furnish is very simple.
The return shall show the name, address and identification number or
account number of each shareholder, and must specify whether the stock
owned by such shareholder is an additional 51% block, or merely brought
him into the first reporting requirement either by purchase of an amount
that brought him up to 5%, or was a first purchase of 5%.
Now let us see what kind of information the United States persons who
are shareholders have to file. United States persons owning 5% in value
of the stock on January 1, 1963, of a foreign corporation or any time
thereafter purchase sufficient stock to bring them to the 5% level,
whether the acquisition is in a single transaction or cumulatively, or if
he purchases an additional 5% in one transaction or cumulatively, or becomes a United States person while owning 5% or sells enough stock to
fall below 5%, must file form 959 within 90 days after becoming liable
to file. This United States person must furnish 18 items of information. Question 10(b) requires a complete description of the principal
business activities in which the foreign corporation is actually engaged.
This is a 5,% shareholder who is going to give this description. If the
foreign corporation is a member of a group constituting a chain of ownership, then with respect to each unit of which the shareholder owns 5%
or more in value of the outstanding stock, he must furnish a chart showing the foreign corporation's position in the chain of ownership and the
percentages of ownership. Question 10(e) requires a statement showing
any indebtedness of the foreign corporation, on the date on which the
person filing became liable to file, to any United States person owning
5% or more of its stock or to any other foreign corporation owning 51%
or more of its stock, if the person filing the return owns 5% or more of
the stock of the creditor foreign corporation. And he has to furnish the
name, address and identification number of such persons. Question 10(f)
requires a list, as of the date the person filing became liable to file, of
every subscriber (not only United States subscribers) to the stock of the
foreign corporation, showing the name, address and identification number
of such subscribers. Now these are the requirements for those who have
merely owned or acquired 5% or more. If the return is filed because an
organization or reorganization took place, then the following additional
information must also be submitted: A detailed list of the classes and
kinds of assets transferred to the foreign corporation including a description thereof-a list of patents, copyrights, stock, machinery, vehicles,
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etc., the fair market value of each such asset, and if transferred by a
United States person, its adjusted basis, the date of transfer, name, address and identification number of transferor and the consideration paid
by the foreign corporation. In this situation every officer or director is
charged to file this form. They, too, can file joint returns. Or they can
give one the power of attorney who files and signs for all. However,
if he fails to file or gives wrong information, the other officers or
directors are still liable. It is the actual owner who is liable for this
return, not the record owner.
Constructive ownership principles apply as follows:
a) Stock owned directly or indirectly by or for a foreign corporation
or a foreign partnership shall be considered owned proportionately by its
shareholders or partners. So if a United States person happens to be a
partner in a foreign partnership then that partner's share is attributed to
the United States person.
b) A person shall be considered as owning stock owned by or for his
brothers, sisters, spouse, ancestors or lineal descendants; but it shall not
be considered as owned by him for again applying the constructive ownership rule to make another the "owner" thereof. Failure to file again
involves the criminal liabilities under § 7203, § 7206 and § 7207. And
also special civil liability of $1,000 under § 6679.
Now these are the problems which came to my mind concerning these
regulations:
1) 'Creation and organization are not defined in the Regulations. So
the questions are: When does the 90 day period begin to run? Is it when
the charter is approved, when money or property is transferred to it, or
when the first business transaction is entered into? Reorganization is defined as a transaction described in § 368(a) (1) and any other transaction which has the same effect. The question is: who determines whether
such an effect occurred? Does a 5% shareholder determine that the effect of a reorganization occurred? And the question here, of course, is
how does a United States citizen abroad know all these facts? Let us
say an engineer is working in an underdeveloped country and is the
officer of a foreign corporation simply by virtue of the fact that he is a
technician. Will he be informed that there exists a 5% United States
stockholder? And how does a 5% shareholder obtain all this information
required on form 959? How does he get the information regarding the
transfer of assets we are talking about, and the fair market value and
what the foreign corporation paid for it? How does a 5% shareholder
obtain the adjusted basis of assets transferred by a United States citizen
who maybe owns only 1'% of the stock of this foreign corporation? This
United States citizen who owns 1% has no obligation whatsoever under
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the present requirements to give out any information regarding this
personal transaction. He does not own 5%. How does a 5% stockholder
determine the actual transactions the foreign corporation is involved
in? How many persons owning even 20% of the stock of an outfit
like I. G. Farben would know the international transactions that go on,
that are not in the charter and not known to anyone. And under foreign
law, of course, stockholders can't obtain information in the same manner as United States 5% stockholders can from the books of the corporation.
Unfortunately I would never make a bootlegger: my distillation
was not fine enough to give me a chance to finish everything I have
to say. Perhaps I will have some time during the question and answer
period, and I will try to say a few things about the other information
returns. Thank you.
MR. BACON:
Thank you, Mr. Fischer. Get your questions ready. I might say that
Mr. Fischer was only lecturing on this complex law; I have to try to
administer the thing.
Our third speaker this afternoon, Mr. R. Braxton Hill, Jr., is going to
discuss for us some of the developments relating to depreciation reform
and the investment credit. Mr. Hill is well known to most of you through
his service as past president and board member of the Virginia Society
of Certified Public Accountants. He is also a former member of the
Council of the American Institute of CPAs, and he has served on several committees of both the American Institute and the Virginia Society.
He is chairman of the Committee on Legislation for the Virginia Society. He is a graduate of the University of Richmond. Following destroyer duty during World War II, he joined the firm of Waller and
Woodhouse of Norfolk upon his release from the Navy and he has been
a partner in that firm since 1950. In addition to his service at the
Charlottesville Tax Conference, this is his third contribution to the
William and Mary Conference as he previously participated in the
First and Third Conferences. Mr. Hill.
MR. HILL:
Thank you for your very kind introduction, Mr. Bacon. I am not
speaking from a prepared text today, but rather somewhat informally.
Each of you in the audience has been furnished with an outline concerning important developments thus far in 1963 with respect to Depreciation Reform and the Investment Tax Credit, and my remarks will
more or less conform to the subject matter as set forth in the outline.
The outline referred to is reproduced as follows, on page 60:
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DEPRECIATION REFORM and INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
OUTLINE OF IMPORTANT 1963 DEVELOPMENTS
Sec.

I.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT:

Part A.

Status of Regulations:

Sub-part 1.

Sub-part 2.

Sub-part 3.

Part B.

1963 Rulings:

Sub-part 1.

Part C.

Proposed regulations concerning I.R.C. Sections
46 and 48 were issued on March 28, 1963 (1.46-1
to 1.46-4 and 1.48-1 to 1.48-7 respectively).
The above proposed regulation supercedes the
following temporary rules which had been promulgated November 19, 1962:
T.D. 6619-Affiliated Groups-16.1-1
T.D. 6610-Lessors and Lessees-16.2-1
Proposed regulations not yet issued with respect
to I.R.C. Section 47 pertaining to early dispositions, etc.
All regulations adopted thus far are in proposed
form; no final regulations have been adopted
as of this date.

Special ruling of June 19, 1963, distinguishes
between "Acquiring" and "putting into use", in
order to determine qualifying date. (This situation is also covered in the proposed regulations).

Effect of Proposed "1963" Tax Bill:

Sub-part 1.

Item (a)

Item (b)

Item (c)

The proposed legislation contains five proposals
which would directly affect the present investment credit statute, if enacted:
Effective July 1, 1963, depreciation base would
not be reduced by the amount of the credit. Previous reductions would be reinstated. No refunds
would result.
Regulatory bodies would not be permitted to treat
the amount of tax reduction as a reduction in
service costs for purposes of rate making, without
consent of taxpayer (pertains to transportation
companies).
Regulatory bodies would not be permitted to
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Item (d)
Item (e)

Part D.

make a reduction in the basis of assets because of
reduction in taxes for purposes of rate making,
but would use "flow through" principle over the
useful life of the asset in passing the credit to the
consumer (pertains to communication and electric power companies).
The credit would be extended to new elevators
and escalators installed after July 1, 1963.
In the case of leased property, distributors would
be treated the same as manufacturers, with respect to passing on the credit to lessees.

Treatment of Credit for Accounting Purposes-Conflict?

A.I.C.P.A. Accounting Principles Board issued its statement
in December 1962. The Treasury Department (Rev. Rule
63-63; TIR No. 458 of February 28, 1963) issued a statement
to the effect that earnings and profits should not be reduced
by the amount of gross tax, nor should the amount of the
asset basis reduction be reflected as a reduction in earnings
and profits.
The Treasury Department statement does not seem to be
in accord with the A.I.C.P.A. statement, and some authorities
seem to think it may be withdrawn or modified. The purpose
of the T.D. statement is not entirely clear.
Sec. II.

DEPRECIATION REFORM:

Part A.

Basis For Reform:

Sub-part 1.
Sub-part 2.
Item (a)
Item (b)
Item (c)
Item (d)
Item (e)
Item (f)
Item (g)
Item (h)

Revenue Procedure 62-21, effective for returns
due on or after July 12, 1962.
Following provisions are basic:
Use of guidelines by taxpayer not mandatory.
Bulletin "F" superceded.
Three year transition period-so called "honeymoon".
More than 75 broad classes of assets (more coming?)
Guidelines not retroactive
Not considered a change in accounting method.
Different methods of computing depreciation expense allowed within each group.
Permissible to place certain classes of assets under
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Item (i)
Item (j)

Item (k)

Sub-part 3.
Item (a)
Item (b)
Item (c)
Part B.

guidelines without placing all classes under guidelines.
Reserve Ratio Test determines if replacement
practice is consistent with class life used.
Certain tests may indicate the use of even shorter
lives; also facts and circumstances may do likewise.
Replacement practice in prior years may support
shorter lives, by resorting to Reserve Ratio Table,
in certain circumstances.
Tables Published From Which to Make Determinations:
Rate of Growth Table.
Reserve Ratio Tables.
Adjustment Tables.

1963 Rulings, Amendments, and Supplements:

Sub-part 1. T.I.R. #503 of August 21, 1963:
Emphasized three important points concerning.
Item (a) Inclusion of fully depreciated assets
in multiple accounts.
Item (b) Cost and reserve of fully depreciated
items must be restored in full in multiple accounts. No account may be depreciated below its
cost and no assets may be depreciated twice.
Item (c)
Taxpayer should exercise good faith
in establishing the useful life of assets of any
class, consistent with reasonable replacement and
retirement policies.
Sub-part 2. T.I.R. #506 of August 30, 1963:
Added guideline class (Part I, Group 4, Item 13).
Electrified railways and street railways.
A previous guideline class was added at October
19, 1962, to accommodate jigs, dies, molds, glassware, china, etc. (Part I, Group I, Item 5-Subsidiary Assets).
Sub-part 3. T.I.R. #507 of September 3, 1963:
Represents annotations to Part I concerning the
classification of particular assets. This release was
motivated by numerous inquiries concerning what
apparently were borderline items. This release
sets forth a rather large number of important
items which can seriously affect a large number
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Sub-part 4.

of taxpayers, and should be appended to Part I
of the guidelines for permanent reference.
T.I.R. #516 of October 14, 1963:
This release consists of additional questions and
answers, (No. 60 thru No. 86) concerning both
specific and general application of the guidelines.
(Previous questions and answers were issued on
October 1, 1962, and October 28, 1962).

The above outline is not intended to be in too much detail or all inclusive. The language has been clipped in order to permit easy following
and, of course, you are invited to make such marginal notations as you
choose. Section I concerns itself with the investment tax credit. Section
II has to do with the depreciation reform-the guideline situation. I
have broken down the investment tax credit Section into four general
parts: A, B, C, and D. Part A concerns itself with the status of the proposed regulations that have been issued; Part B, a 1963 ruling which
subsequently was absorbed in the proposed Regulations; Part C, certain
sections of the proposed 1963 tax bill; Part D, the treatment of the investment tax credit for accounting purposes, in apparent conflict with a
release by the Treasury Department. Mr. Rogovin, Mr. Arnold and Mr.
Davis earlier today have touched on some of these areas and I will develop a few others as I go along. With respect to Section II, Part A.
recapitulates some of the basic information concerning the guidelines
and I will not dwell at length on those. Part B, concerns a number of
important 1963 rulings and amendments, and in the area in which I will
devote a good deal of discussion.
Now let us turn back to Section I and start with the Investment Tax
Credit situation.
On March 28 of this year, proposed regulations were issued concerning secs. 46 and 48 which in turn concern the investment tax credit.
These proposed regulations have not been adopted as yet and they supercede two important rules which were issued late in 1962 by TD 6619
concerning affiliated groups and lessors and lessees. In those two areas
the Treasury Department considered it necessary to issue temporary
rules last fall in order that 1962 returns could be properly filed, because
the Code was not too clear in some of its content. Subsequently, those
rules have been carried over into the proposed regulations with very
little change in their substance. As I mentioned, all regulations adopted
thus far are in proposed form; no final regulations have been adopted
as of this date with respect to sees. 46 and 48, and with respect to sec.
47 (concerning early dispositions) no proposed regulations have been
issued at all. Now before proceeding further, I would like to make a few
comments about the regulations proposed thus far.
One section provides that property is placed in service when it be-
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comes depreciable or when it is available for a specifically assigned
function, whichever is first to occur. Now this has to do with the timing
of the taking of the investment credit. You may purchase the property;
you may place it in use; you may commence depreciation on it. These
events may not occur at the same time. A special ruling of Internal Revenue dated June 19, 1962, distinguishes between "acquiring" and "putting into use", etc., parallels the proposed regulations. Turning to the
Code, we find that the credit is available when the property is placed in
service. The Committee Reports state that the property is placed in
service when it becomes depreciable. The Regulations go further and
state that the property is placed in service when it becomes depreciable
or when it is available for a specifically assigned function, whichever is
first to occur. Let us assume that a piece of equipment is purchased by a
calendar year taxpayer in December. It is ready to be put into service,
but is not actually placed into service until the following January. The
fact that the asset was acquired in December, and was ready and available for use at that time means that the investment credit would have
to be taken in the year in which the asset was purchased. The taking of
the credit cannot be deferred until the following year when it is actually
put into use. As a result of this regulation, another situation presents
itself. You acquire, we will assume, a piece of equipment that is for personal use. If, after using the equipment for non business purposes for a
time, and in the following year it is put into business use, it would not
qualify for investment credit when it is brought onto the books for business purposes because it was put into service (even though that service
was non-business) in the preceding year. This means that almost under
no circumstances, unless the necessary events occur during the same
taxable year, may property be acquired, used personally, and then converted to business property and still qualify for the investment tax credit.
We know that stocks of replacement parts may qualify for the investment tax credit. Where those parts are subject to capitalization when
they are finally used for major repairs, etc., in order that the credit be
taken on such parts, they should be segregated when they are purchased
and specifically assigned for a particular machine or a particular use,
otherwise they cannot qualify until they are actually taken out of stock
bins or store rooms and attached to the equipment for which they are
bought.
Another section of the regulations has to do with the definition of
cost or basis. One section of the proposed regulations provides that the
general rules for determining the basis of property such as the inclusion
of freight, installation cost, labor, etc. This means that in the case of a
taxpayer who has customarily attempted to capitalize as few installation costs, etc., as possible when he acquires equipment, might want to
change his thinking, for if he took a more conservative view and did
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capitalize the maximum installation cost, then that cost in qualifying
for the investment tax credit would result in the Government actually
rebating part of the cost to him. So the fact that cost does specifically
include all of the elements of getting the machinery into operation, etc.,
might result in the taxpayer taking a more liberal view in what he does
capitalize and thus obtain the benefit of investment credit, as opposed
to an outright expense deduction. Of course, the outright expense deduction might be an attractive thing to him in the year of installation
but at the same time he would not get a rebate on it; it would be deductible only to the extent of his particular tax rate.
The area of capitalized repairs and reconditioning is causing a good
deal of uncertainty in the minds of people who prepare returns. The
proposed regulations contain a number of examples with respect to
capitalized repairs qualifying for the credit. At first reading of these
regulations it would appear that credit for capitalized repairs might not
be available except with respect to property which was acquired after
1961. But a careful reading of these regulations in other sections would
indicate otherwise for this reason: another section of the regulations
having to do with apportioning of re-conditioning costs and construction
costs when this law came into effect (that is January 1, 1962) makes it
very clear that capitalized repairs would be considered eligible for the
investment credit. The regulations would not delve into the section of
apportionment unless the property already existed when the tax law
was passed, or rather the effective date of it, January 1, 1962. So there
does not seem to be any question now in the light of these proposed
regulations but what capitalized repairs would qualify for the credit.
Based on the examples that are given in the proposed regulations, we
have several other situations that will have to be watched. For example,
if you were to purchase a $25,000 reconditioned machine, the machine
would qualify as a used asset. However, if you were to purchase a machine needing repairs of $10,000, and spend $15,000 on reconditioning
the machine, then you have $10,000 qualifying as a used asset and
$15,000 qualifying as a new asset. So in many cases it will be to the
advantage of a taxpayer to buy used equipment, paying a relatively
low price for it, and then performing his own reconditioning work; or
in lieu of that, have the work done by the person selling the equipment
under the purchaser's specifications. That would be the same as if the
purchaser had done the reconditioning himself. In either event, the taxpayer wants to obtain the highest investment possible in the new asset
category as opposed to the used asset category, on account of the limitation on used assets.
Another area which I would like to mention pertains to regulation
1.46-3 (e), dealing with the determination of lives in connection with the
four to six year period, the six to eight year period, etc., and seems to
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be in the taxpayer's favor. For instance, where a taxpayer is under
guidelines and uses multiple assets accounts he may assign the group
average life of an asset to all of the section 38 items in a particular class,
or he may assign a separate life to each section 38 property in the group.
He has a choice. Assume that the life of a particular group under guidelines is four years. But assume further that the group contains a certain
asset which has a normal useful life of ten years. In other words, the
lives are mixed. The taxpayer may apply the ten year life to the specific
asset for the purpose, and for the sole purpose, of computing the investment tax credit. Also, the same regulation provides that where depreciation is computed under a method not normally measured in years, such
a machine use or unit of production method, a "time" life must be assigned solely for the investment tax credit purposes.
Moving down to Part C of the above outline let's consider the effects
of the 1963 proposed tax bill. Assuming that the bill in its present form,
and including all of the recommendations that touch on the investment
tax credit, are enacted, we would have five relatively important items here
that would cause some changes in the present rules. Mr. Arnold this
morning touched on Item (a) and brought out that, under the proposed legislation, depreciation base would not be reduced by the amount
of the credit after July 1, 1963. That is, future depreciation would be
taken on 100% of asset cost, rather than a reduced amount. Previous
reductions would be reinstated (in case of those returns that had already
been filed with a reduced basis) for purposes of computing the depreciation. But no refunds would result. This would not be an area that would
permit a taxpayer to file a claim, even though it might appear that one
might be in order.
Items (b) and (c) of Part C, seem to be self-explanatory as set forth
in the outline.
Item (d) of Part C concerns the extending of the credit to new elevators and escalators installed after July 1, 1963. Under the present statutes, escalators and elevators are considered to be a part of a building,
and would not qualify for the investment tax credit. In the proposed
legislation they would be considered personal property and would be
eligible, provided that they were new and provided they were installed
after July, 1963.
Item (e) of Part C is rather important, I think, and would affect a
good number of taxpayers. In the case of leased properties, distributors
would be treated the same as manufacturers. Under the present law,
manufacturers may build a machine, place a fair value on it, and the
lessee of that machine can compute the tax credit on the fair value and
take credit for it. This provision in the 1963 Act, if enacted, would place
distributors in the same category as manufacturers. And along those
lines, I would like to make one or two further comments.
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Let us assume that a company is in the business of serving as a distributor of heavy industrial equipment and leases numerous pieces of equipment to various lessees who are engaged in several different types of businesses. Under the proposed Revenue Act, the investment tax credit could
be passed on to the lessee. If the distributor has elected to compute depreciation under the guideline methods, then he would have to reach over
and determine what use that equipment was being put to by the lessee
in order to determine what his own depreciation rate would be, and in
turn the lives used for depreciation purposes would directly affect the
amount of the investment tax credit. For example, suppose the distributor were to lease machinery to a marine contractor, and that marine
contractor used a marine guideline life of twelve years. The distributor
would also have to use the twelve year life in computing the investment
tax credit. On the other hand, suppose the equipment were leased to a
general contractor, where I believe the average life is about five years or
six years, then the equipment would only qualify for two-thirds of the
credit.
Now, turning to Part D, treatment of the credit for accounting purposes-this subject has been touched on twice today. This morning Mr.
Davis mentioned it, and so did Mr. Rogovin. As many of you know, the
Accounting Principles Board of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants last December issued a statement concerning the accounting treatment for the investment tax credit. Even though the
members of the Board were not unanimous in their views, it is generally
accepted now, by accountants, that in determining net earnings, the
gross amount of income tax is to be charged against earnings of a particular period; the investment tax credit to be amortized over the years
in much the same may as the depreciation on the items that it affects.
The ruling issued by the Treasury Department seems to be in conflict
with the C.P.A.'s position on the accounting for the credit. Many taxpayers have not concerned themselves with this ruling because they probably feel that it does not affect them. However, whenever the calculation
of "net earnings" becomes necessary, as with personal holding company
problems, dividend problems, accumulation of earnings problems, etc.it is likely that T.I.R. No. 458 will suddenly assume more prominence.
Now, let us turn to the guideline situation (Section II in the above
outline). As I mentioned to you previously, Part A of this section of the
outline is devoted primarily to principles of Revenue Procedure 62-61.
I don't intend to go back into the Revenue Procedure itself. I intend
merely to comment on some of the developments of 1963. But I did bring
these principles into the outline so you could review some of the terms.
Under Part B of this outline, having to do with 1963 rulings, amendments and supplements, we have four sub-parts, each sub-part being devoted to a Treasury Information Release. Before commenting on them
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separately, I should like to mention that all of these were promulgated
late in the year. The Treasury Department is apparently attempting to
clear up as many uncertainties as possible before this calendar year is
over.
On August 21, the Treasury Department issued TIR 503 and emphasized three important points: (a) inclusion of fully depreciated assets in multiple accounts; (b) cost and reserve of fully depreciated items
must be restored in multiple accounts; no account may be depreciated
below its cost and no account may be depreciated twice; and, (c) taxpayer should exercise good faith in establishing the useful life of assets
of any class consistent with reasonable replacement and retirement policies. Why would the Treasury Department come out with statements
like this, which to many of us seem so obvious anyway? Question 43,
which was one of the explanatory questions issued by the Treasury Department a year ago in October, asked: "How are fully depreciated assets to be treated for other purposes, etc., such as computing the amount
of depreciation, the class life, and the rate of growth?" The Treasury
Department answer went on to say that "If the taxpayer consolidates
his assets on a permanent basis into accounts corresponding to the
guideline class, these accounts should include all depreciable assets, etc."
The Treasury Department did not mention reserve. Question 43 had to
do with the treatment of assets-and not specifically with reserves. Consequently, quite a few taxpayers were apparently attempting to reinstate assets in multiple groups and not reinstate the reserve, which from
an accounting concept would be ridiculous. TIR 503 removes any doubt
as to the requirement of restating the reserve.
TIR 506 of August 30, 1963 merely added a guideline class having
to do with electrified railways and electrified street railways. The above
outline also sets out that a previous guideline class was added late in
1962. The original guidelines classified jigs, dyes, molds, etc., along with
the related equipment. In the hotel industry, for instance, the original
guidelines provided a ten year life for linen, glassware, and tableware.
The Treasury Department recognized that many of these assets were not
usually carried on the books and depreciated as normal items. So they
reclassified them as a special guideline class in order that the taxpayer
could use special facts and circumstances to write them off. That was the
first change in guidelines, and TIR 506 was the second. There will probably be more to come.
TIR 507 of September 3, 1963, is considered by many to be the most
important release yet. Those who have adopted, or work with, guidelines will have to familiarize themselves with this particular publication.
This represents annotations to Part 1 of the Guidelines. The release was
motivated by numerous inquiries concerning what apparently were borderline items. The release sets forth a large number of items which can
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seriously affect many taxpayers and should be appended to each guideline book. To impress you with the importance of this release, I want
to give you two or three examples concerning some of the problems it
touches on.
Under transportation equipment, the Treasury Department states that
concrete ready-mix trucks are to be considered as transportation equipment. This would mean a life of from four to six years. There had been
a great many questions as to whether ready-mix trucks would be classified as automotive equipment, or concrete construction (or concrete
manufacture) because of the peculiarity of concrete being manufactured
in the truck itself. If they were in the concrete guideline, the trucks
would fall in a fifteen year category. If they were in the automotive category, they would fall in a four to six year category. This is a tremendous
difference.
Gasoline service stations were formerly included in a sixteen year class.
They have now been removed and put in a special class, and their life
will be determined on facts and circumstances.
The Treasury Department has now classified grain bins under agriculture, which allows a ten year life on them. So there would not now be
any possibility of their being assigned a sixty year life such as a grain
elevator.
There had been serious questions as to whether asphalt mixing plants
would take the category of a building. It was unclear as to how they
would be treated because they are not actually brought out on the construction job. TIR 507 spells out that such plants take the general
category of construction equipment, which is only five years.
I could expand on other examples, but I don't think it is necessary. I
merely point out that this particular TIR leaves no question as to
where certain assets fall. I am sure this was the result of many inquiries
put to the Treasury Department.
TIR No. 516 was issued on October 14, and this TIR consists of additional general questions and answers. Previous to this time questions
and answers up to No. 59 had been issued. TIR 516 embraces No. 60
through No. 86. Two or three of those deserve comment at this time.
The following question has caused a great deal of concern and is
answered very nicely and completely. Can a taxpayer who wishes to
adopt the guideline lives and other rules of Revenue Procedure 62-21,
do so on amended returns, by claims for refund, or during examination
by revenue agent? The Treasury Department says this: "The guideline
lives and procedures can be adopted on amended returns; they may be
adopted on claims for refund; and they may be adopted upon examination of revenue agents." The other part of that question which is interesting: "Once the option is exercised for use of guideline lives, can it
be revoked before the statutory period of limitation expires?" And the
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Treasury Department says this: "The determination to have the provisions of the revenue procedure apply is not an election which commits
the taxpayer irrevocably to its provisions. It is a choice so far as the
taxpayer is concerned which may be revoked at his will." This is the
first time that I have seen these questions answered specifically. Another
question which I think is of some importance here: "If assets are improperly classified by a taxpayer and placed in the wrong guideline class
under the Revenue Procedure, will an erroneous depreciation deduction
caused by such classification be adjusted by the Revenue Service?" The
Revenue Service says that it will be adjusted. The three year honeymoon
or grace period should not be misunderstood. It merely provides that if
a taxpayer has chosen to go under guidelines and the guidelines are set
up properly and the assets classified properly, and all the other qualifications that are necessary are met properly, then the Internal Revenue
Service will not disturb the depreciation write-off for three years. But the
Internal Revenue Service points out that even though the taxpayer goes
under guidelines doesn't mean that they are not going in and make a
determination as to whether or not they have set up the guidelines properly. You do have a three year honeymoon or three year grace period,
but at the same time you have to have your guideline set up correctly or
the Internal Revenue Service will come in and correct it for you.
Now one other comment I would like to make here before closing. Mr.
Arnold mentioned this morning that a provision was before Congress
whereby the reserve ratio test would be eliminated. This situation would
seem to me to cure a lot of problems, and I am sure that if the provision
is adopted, I won't be before you in the future talking about guidelines.
The attendant problems will have been taken care of. Thank you.
MR. BACON:
Thank you, Mr. Hill. Get your questions ready while we have time to
respond to a few of them. And first I will ask Mr. Stoepler to respond
to several that he has. He will read the questions first and then respond.
Mr. STOEPLER:
QUESTION:
If, when filing a joint return, only the husband has income, do I need
the wife's social security number?
ANSWER:
The answer is no! The wife needs a social security
has income and is required to report the number to
she has self-employment income. If the wife had
jointly with her husband, she does not need a social
the husband's account number will be reported to
income.

number only if she
the payor or when
a savings account
security number as
the payor of that
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QUESTION:
Please inform us whose identifying number should be used to report
interest or dividends received when gifts of cash or securities to one's
children have been made under the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act.
ANSWER:
Gifts made under that Act clearly become the property of the recipient and this property then is clearly the property of the minor. The
identifying number of the minor would be used.
QUESTION:
This is very similar: a minor owns stock and a savings account. The
parent as guardian controls them, but cannot use them in any way except
by illegal misappropriation. There is no formal trust or guardianship
agreement. Whose identifying number should be used.
ANSWER:
To me, the statement that to take these funds would be an illegal
misappropriation indicates that it is the property of the minor, whether
it was received by the minor under the Uniform Gifts Act or was received by or through inheritance or some other means. Therefore, the
identifying number of the minor should be used.
QUESTION:
Taxpayer dies in 1963. The 1963 income tax return will have to be
filed in behalf of the taxpayer by the executor. The taxpayer had not
furnished identifying numbers to the dividends and interest payors for
income prior to death. Should the taxpayer's social security number or
the employer's number subsequently obtained for the estate be furnished
by the executor to the dividend and interest payor?
ANSWER:
The dividends and interest received up to the time of death clearly
belong on the final return of the decedent and his account number or
social security number should have been furnished. At the time of death
the property passes into the corpus of the estate and income received on
the corpus is clearly reportable by the executor of the estate who should
have an employer's identification number. He may obtain such a number
by filing Form SS-4 with the District Director's office.
QUESTION:
What about the classification for audit purposes under ADP?
ANSWER:
The data on the return will be included on the tape record for each
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taxpayer. Now, we see the possibilities of feeding in certain specifications
to the machine so that it will recognize areas that go beyond a reasonable norm. These specifications will undoubtedly change from time to
time. The machine will recognize those deviations and print out or
identify those returns which someone else should look at. Both the setting up of specifications and deciding what to do about deviations will
require individual judgment but ADP will limit the number of returns
that we actually have to screen. Under our present classification procedures our Revenue Agents have to look at a large number of returns
that are not abnormal. It will be of benefit to the Service to reduce the
number of returns required to be classified. This, by the way, is an important reason for putting the item on the correct line of the return, because the key punch operator will be instructed to put the amount shown
on the particular line at a particular place on a card and as far as the
machine knows that is a particular item. If the returns are improperly
filled out you can see that the standards might not be met and the return will be pulled and perhaps be one of those we would look at more
closely in the classification program.
QUESTION:
Do pages 2, 3, and 4 of Form 1120 need to have all balances from the
attached schedule filed in-the depreciation schedule, for example?
ANSWER:
If any of you would like to have some more information we do have
some written instructions prepared on filling in returns, and if you will
send us your name and address and ask for those instructions, we will
be very happy to mail them to you. I can't begin myself to know every
item and how it appears on these pages-my memory is not that good
but if you have a problem in filling in returns, we will be glad to send
you copies of our instructions.
MR. BACON:
We will go to Mr. Fischer next and once we have gone through any
questions he has Mr. Hill will see if there are any more relating to revenue procedure.
MR. FISCHER:
I only have one question: Are all regulations in effect now or are
some of them in the proposed regulations stage?
ANSWER:
They are all final regulations insofar as section 6038 and section 6040
are concerned. As a matter of fact the proposed regulations were even
harsher than the ones I have cited. How lengthy are these regulations?
Twelve pages each.
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MR. BACON:
Thank you. We have no questions at the moment on the investment
credit or depreciation so I will ask Mr. Stoepler to again answer several
questions that have just been received.
MR. STOEPLER:
QUESTION:
What will be the attitude of your office relative to the granting of extensions for filing income tax returns to practitioners where work load
and lack of sufficient qualified personnel contribute to inability to get
returns finally processed?
ANSWER:
Fortunately I brought along an Internal Revenue Bulletin that contains an announcement regarding extensions of time. For your information, this is Internal Revenue Bulletin No. 1963-45, dated November 12,
1963. Announcement 63-113, printed on page 106, concerns the work
load factors. It says that the Service has previously stated that a practitioner's work load can have a material bearing, in certain circumstances, on the acceptability of an extension request and refers to a
previous announcement, No. 60-90, Internal Revenue Bulletin 1960-45,
page 31. This present announcement is intended to dispel any possible
confusion that may have arisen since on the subject and to enlarge on
the circumstances where the tax practitioner's work load can be a material factor. Here is a list of the circumstances anyone of which, when
clearly established, may be considered to affect a practitioner's ability to
prepare returns on time:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Serious illness or death of the practitioner or a key member of a
practitioner's staff.
Inability of the practitioner to secure competent help in sufficient
time to cope with his planned work load.
The advent of new tax laws, regulations or administrative requirements that create complex problems and significantly delay the
the practitioner in preparing returns for his clients.
A scarcity of qualified tax practitioners in the taxpayer's community.
Audit examination by Internal Revenue Agents during the filing
period.

The foregoing list of course, is not all-inclusive. As to the general policy
of granting extensions, it states no basic change has been made by the
Revenue Service to confine the granting of extensions of time for filing
tax returns to those cases in which the delay is due to unexpected or
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unavoidable circumstances. The Service will continue to require clear
and convincing explanations of all circumstances in the practitioner's
situation. Ladies and gentlemen, let me caution you to give a bit more
time when you ask for an extension, for many of the requests for extensions that we have received in the past have not carried this clear
and convincing explanation of all the circumstances. I emphasize that
where the work load of the practitioner is a factor in the request for
extension, it must be clearly established so that consideration will be
given to it.

MR. BACON:
Mr. Fischer, Mr. Hill, and Mr. Stoepler, I am sure that the audience
as well as I thoroughly enjoyed your illuminating remarks. You have
helped to make this another outstanding conference. We all thank you.

